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SEASONER 1223 is a unique aluminum seasoning agent, used on aluminum formwork, 

which allows smooth, clean release of concrete from the first cycle itself.  
 

It is done only one time, at the plant, before dispatch of aluminum formwork as follows:- 
 

Method of Use: Place the finished (ready to ship) formwork on a horizontal surface. 

Clean the surface with a good detergent, so that it is free from any oils / grease or loose 

dust. Coat SEASONER 1223 on the clean surface, it will start fizzing which indicates 

seasoning reaction. This reaction will go on for 2 –5 minutes. If any edge is yet not 

seasoned or area is scratched re-apply SEASONER 1223. Allow it to dry completely. 
 
That’s all. Now stack - pack and ship your formwork. 
 

SEASONER 1223 ensures a smooth, clean release of concrete from the first cycle itself, 

and a dimensionally correct form (due to elimination of mechanical cleaning) at his 

project. 

 

 

 

CLEAR COAT 513 (Surface sealer, neutral colour lacquer) is a high bond, solvent base, 
quick drying, flexible, transparent coating, which is mildly glossy, UV resistant and 
medium abrasion resistant.  
 

For aluminum surfaces, clean with a dry cloth and remove any oils/greases. On a dry 

surface apply by brush or spray.  
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It is strongly recommended that site trials be conducted using site conditions and available raw materials to evaluate the product. Since site materials and 

conditions are beyond our control and since above suggestions and recommendations are based on our site trials and laboratory product evaluation & trials, 

and since methods of use at site are beyond our control. Hence, no guarantee can either be implied or enforceable 
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